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Introduction: Existing patient reported outcome measures (PROMs) do not capture all holistic outcomes
observed in Traditional, Complementary and Integrative Medicine (TCIM). This study reports development and
validation of a PROM to support research on craniosacral therapy (CST) and other TCIMs.
Methods: Using a conceptual framework and items developed and evaluated with clients and practitioners in
a CST setting, a questionnaire was developed and tested using mixed methods approaches. Evaluation included
an iterative process. Psychometric tests: structural validity (exploratory factor analysis, EFA), internal consis
tency (Cronbach’s alpha), convergent validity (correlations with Warwick-Edinburgh Mental Wellbeing Scale,
Short Form-12v2 (SF-12), Harry Edwards Healing Impact Questionnaire), repeatability and responsiveness (ttests; intra class coefficients, ICC).
Results: The Warwick Holistic Health Questionnaire (WHHQ-18) was resolved covering mental, physical,
emotional and spiritual wellbeing, self-awareness, engaging in life, responsibility for self, living in the moment
and satisfaction with life.
EFA revealed four correlated sub-scales. Internal reliability was good (alpha = 0.852). Convergent validity
showed strong positive correlation with other wellbeing measures, but no correlation with health-related quality
of life (SF-12). Repeatability testing showed good agreement (ICC=0.822) and no differences in scores for testretest (paired t-test: t = 0.355, p = 0.723). Responsiveness analysis showed significant differences in scores
(paired t-test t = 6.15, p < 0.001) with 46% of participants having an effect size of 0.5 or more.
Conclusion: WHHQ-18 is the first PROM developed for CST practice and captures outcomes important to TCIM
more broadly. Good internal consistency, test-retest reliability and responsive at individual and group level make
this new PROM an attractive resource for evaluators. Lack of convergent validity with SF-12 scales suggests
WHHQ-18 be added to rather than replace HRQol measures in clinical studies.

1. Introduction
Outcome measures used in studies of Traditional, Complementary
and Integrative Medicine (TCIM) have, in the main, been adopted from
other areas of healthcare, for example disease specific measures which
do not detect broader holistic effects [1], and health-related quality of
life measures (HRQoL) that do not cover the positive outcomes of TCIM.
This mis-match between available measures and the therapies under
study limits the efficacy of research in TCIM.

Although TCIM researchers have developed explicit conceptual
frameworks which depict the effects of TCIM and show the gaps in
available measures [1–4], patient reported outcome measures (PROMs)
which cover the wellbeing and holistic outcomes of (TCIM) are lacking
[5]. The aim of this study was to develop a PROM suitable for evaluation
of craniosacral therapy (CST), a TCIM approach in which the need for
research, evaluation and audit had been prioritised by the responsible
professional association the Craniosacral Therapy Association UK
(CSTA).
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This study reports the development and validation of the Warwick
Holistic Health Questionnaire (WHHQ), designed initially to capture
outcomes important to clients and practitioners of craniosacral therapy
(CST)1. People present for CST, like for other TCIM, for diverse reasons
including physical (often musculoskeletal) disease, mental illness (anx
iety and depression) and pursuit of greater wellbeing particularly psy
chological and spiritual wellbeing [7]. Stress relief, support with
rehabilitation and experience of an holistic approach to healthcare are
other motivations for therapy [8]. It is not uncommon within the
practice of CST for a client to present with a physical problem and for
psycho/emotional roots of the problem to emerge during the therapeutic
process. The proposed PROM thus needed to allow change to be
captured in for the full range of possible outcomes not just the presenting
complaint.
Clients of CST have attributed the following effects to treatment [9]:
reductions in pain and disability, improved mobility, reductions in
anxiety and depression, heightened sense of psycho-emotional aware
ness, improvements in self-concept, understanding mind-body-spirit
links, improvements in interpersonal relationships, better coping stra
tegies, enhanced engagement in self-care and capacity to manage health
problems, a deepening sense of connectedness with self, others and the
wider environment, and a general sense of wellbeing. Similar outcomes
to those reported for CST have been reported across many TCIM mo
dalities [2,4,10]. The proposed PROM thus needed to address all these
aspects of wellbeing as well as symptoms, and to do so in the context of
an holistic framework.
In summary therefore, the aim of this study was to develop a valid
and reliable new PROM which covered the broad range of outcomes
reported by people using CST and addressed the need for more appro
priate outcome measures in TCIM more generally.

2.1. The conceptual framework
The conceptual framework (CF) for the WHHQ was based on the
literature about TCIM [1,13,14] and CST outcomes [9]. 7 CST practi
tioners in two focus groups and 3 CST clients in one focus group had
assessed an early version of the framework. Discussions were recorded
transcribed and analysed thematically the CF was revised based on the
findings [15]. The final version is available online [16]. It covers the
dimensions of mental, physical, emotional and spiritual wellbeing as
well as self-awareness, engaging in life, taking responsibility for self,
being present and life satisfaction.
2.2. Development of Draft Warwick Holistic Health Questionnaire
A draft PROM with 73 items (see Additional file 2) had been devel
oped to cover all the dimensions of this conceptual framework, using,
where possible, data from a qualitative study of CST outcomes [7] to
generate items from verbatim quotes. A five-point Likert scale was
initially used for each response. Two rounds of qualitative
semi-structured interviews with 6 clients together with a meeting with
16 CST practitioners had been used to evaluate these items, propose
response options, recall period, and layout. 21 items were removed, 37
items were revised and the overall number was reduced to 52 (see
Additional file 3). Different response options had been tested. As a
result, the response options applied were ‘Little or none of the time’,
‘Rarely’, ‘Sometimes’, ‘Often’, ‘All of the time’. Cognitive interviews had
been undertaken with three clients to establish the face and content
validity of the WHHQ-52. All interviews were recorded, transcribed and
analysed thematically; findings have been reported elsewhere [15]. No
changes were made to the content after the cognitive interviews, but the
response options were revised to include the term ‘most’ resulting in ‘all
or most of the time’ to avoid end-aversion bias.

2. Methods
The WHHQ was developed and validated in accordance with FDA
guidance [11] using mixed methods approaches. Consensus-based
standards for the selection of health measurement Instruments known
as the COSMIN checklist [12] were adopted as guidelines for reporting
results, (see additional file 1). University of Warwick Biomedical
Research Ethics Committee (BREC) approved the ethics for this study on
20th May 2015, REGO-2015-1499.
Both the conceptual framework and an early version of the WHHQ
had been developed with advice and support of CST practitioners and
clients. The Craniosacral Therapy Association (CSTA) of the UK had
facilitated access to practitioners in private practice in the UK. Practi
tioners were recruited following informed consent as approved by
Warwick University BSREC. Practitioners recruited clients who took part
in focus groups and cognitive interviews and completed versions of the
WHHQ. A recruitment poster and participant information leaflet were
distributed amongst the CSTA membership for display within clinics.
The questionnaire evaluation inclusion criteria were new or existing
clients of recruiting practitioner, aged 16 or over, had a first language of
English and good comprehension skills. Previous inclusion in earlier
parts of the study, excluded clients from the questionnaire evaluation,
clients who may be traumatised and unable to complete a questionnaire
and clients who were receiving multiple treatment modalities during
their sessions e.g., psychotherapy and CST, or acupuncture and CST.

2.3. Evaluating the WHHQ-52 and developing and evaluating the
WHHQ-18
2.3.1. Overview
This was a multistage process involving data collection on the
WHHQ-52 and scale reduction to 19 items using Exploratory Factor
Analysis (EFA), followed by presentation to and discussion with prac
titioners in a structured consensus meeting. They required 6 items to be
reinstated. The WHHQ-25 was evaluated on further samples allowing
convergent validity, repeatability and responsiveness to be tested. EFA
on the WHHQ-25 pointed to a need to reduce the scale again to 18 items.
Data collected on these 18 items were extracted from the WHHQ-25
validation for further analysis.
2.3.2. Exploratory factor analysis on Warwick Holistic Health
Questionnaire-52 and derivation of the Warwick Holistic Health
Questionnaire-25
142 clients completed the WHHQ-52. Exploratory Factor Analysis
(EFA) using the Promax technique was used to assess factor structure.
Factors were extracted if their associated Eigenvalue was greater than 1.
Items with communalities >0.8 or with absolute loadings <0.3 were
removed and the EFA repeated with the new item set. If multiple items
had the same loading value only one was removed. A total 33 items were
removed. The resulting 19 item WHHQ was assessed at a structured
consensus meeting with 60 CST practitioners. Concern was expressed
about the removal of 11 of 33 items on the grounds of importance for
face and content validity. Using a poll, participants were asked to
identify the most important of these items on grounds of influence on
response rates, responsiveness to change, and face and content validity.
Six items (“I’ve had too many demands made on me”; “I’ve been
sleeping well”; “I’ve felt my inner strength”. “I’ve felt connected to my
family and friends”; “I’ve asked for help when I’ve needed it”; “I’ve been
able to express how I feel”) were reinstated creating the WHHQ-25.

1

CST is a ‘hands-on’ TCIM which is thought to assist the body’s natural ca
pacity to self-repair. Developed from clinical experience within the field of
osteopathy (6), it encompasses a therapeutic process between client and prac
titioner which emerges from the ‘intention’ of both to enter a relationship from
which the potential for change may arise.
2
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2.4. Evaluation of the WHHQ-25 and development and evaluation of the
WHHQ-18

WWHQ. The demographics of participants and sample sizes are shown in
Table 1.

2.4.1. Data collection
To assess responsiveness, 146 clients were invited to complete the
WHHQ-25 over two consecutive sessions of CST or cranial osteopathy.
Responses were collected with either paper based or digital PROMs
depending on practitioner preference. Three comparator measures were
used to assess convergent validity: the Short Form-12 (SF-12) [17,18],
Warwick-Edinburgh Mental-Wellbeing Scale (WEMWBS) [19] and the
Harry Edwards Healing Impact Questionnaire (HEHIQ) [20].
Repeatability was assessed on a student population (n = 109) from
Warwick Medical School using an online version of the WHHQ-25 in
Qualtrics software [21]. Students completed the measure twice over a
two-week interval with no intervention together with an anchor ques
tion at the second completion.

3.2. Exploratory factor analysis on Warwick Holistic Health
Questionnaire-25 and resolution of Warwick Holistic Health
Questionnaire-18
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test and Shapiro-Wilk tests of normality for the
total scores of WHHQ-25 were not significant (p = 0.20 and p = 0.469).
The Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy was 0.872
which is above the recommended level minimum 0.6 [31]. Bartlett’s test
of sphericity was significant (X2 = 1628.02; df = 300; p < 0.001)
rejecting the null hypothesis that variables in the population correlation
matrix are not correlated with each other [32].
The initial EFA of the WHHQ-25 illustrated a factor structure with six
latent factors with an eigen value more than 1, explaining 63.35% of the
variability of the observed items. Item 22 did not load on any factor with
loading more than 0.33 and was therefore omitted from the second
factor analysis.
Following a series of five EFAs, a 4-factor solution (18 items) was
resolved with 63.0% of the total variance explained. In this structure,
item Q 23 was cross loaded with factor 1 and factor 4, but as this cross
loading was less than 75% (0.337/0.534 = 63.1), Q23 was kept in the
WHHQ-18 (see Table 2). Four latent factors were identified (illustrated
in Fig. 1) and named as factor 1: meaning, purpose, connectedness;
factor 2: self-awareness, self-agency; factor 3: physical wellbeing; factor
4: emotional wellbeing. Of the 7 items dropped from the WHHQ-25 to
resolve the WHHQ-18 (item numbers: 12, 17, 18, 19, 20, 22 and 24)
three items [19,22,24] had been reinstated at the request of the prac
titioners at the meeting to discuss face and content validity of the
original 19 item instrument resolved in the initial EFA.

2.4.2. Statistical methods
Exploratory Factor Analysis using principal component analysis
(PCA) and Promax rotation for correlated factor structures [22] was
applied to first visit data to assess the factor structure of the WHHQ 25.
Items with loadings less than 0.30 were suppressed [23]. The adequacy
of the sample size was assessed by Bartlett’s test of sphericity and the
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin test.
Internal reliability was assessed with Cronbach’s alpha. Intra-class
coefficients (ICC) and Standard Error of the Measurement (SEM) [22]
was calculated as SEM= SD (baseline) × √1- reliability of the
instrument.
Convergent validity was tested by magnitude and direction of the
correlations with the three comparator measures to test the hypothesis
of a strong positive correlation. The comparator measures covered all
aspects of wellbeing: mental wellbeing WEMWBS [17], physical health
(SF-12v2) [18] Physical Component Scale (PCS), mental/emotional
health on SF-12v2 [17] Mental Component Scale (MCS) and spiritual
wellbeing on the HEHIQ [20] outlook domain.
Repeatability was assessed using a paired t-test for change in mean
scores on all students.
Responsiveness was assessed using distributional methods on first
and second visit data; these methods are valuable in determining clini
cally importance differences [25]. Group level responsiveness was
assessed using Cohen’s D effect size with pooled SD as the denominator,
and Standardized Response Mean (SRM) calculated by dividing mean
change score by SD of the change scores. Individual level responsiveness
was assessed using Cohen’s D effect size calculated as the difference
between pre and post assessment scores divided by pooled SD
individually.
Meaningful change at group level was described using standard cut
off values for Cohen’s D; ‘trivial’ (ES < 0.20), ‘small’ (ES ≥ 0.20 < 0.50),
‘moderate’ (ES ≥ 0.50 < 0.80), or large (ES ≥ 0.80) [26].
SRM was assessed with probability of change statistic: 0.5 and 1
representing no ability to detect and perfect ability to detect change
respectively [27] and confidence intervals [27]. At individual level a cut
off value of ES > 0.5 was taken as the threshold for meaningful change
[28] and true change was assumed when more than 2.5% of the sample,
had an increased/ decreased score greater than 2.77SEM [29].
Data were analysed using SPSS 24 software. Each item was scored 0 –
4 on the basis of a Likert scale [30]. Normality of the samples was
assessed using visual inspection of histograms and Kolmogorov Smirnov
test. Multivariate normality was assessed using Mahalobias distance
method [23].

3.3. Validity and reliability of Warwick Holistic Health Questionnaire-18
Reliability: Cronbach’s alpha for the WHHQ-18 was 0.852.
3.4. Test-re-test reliability
The paired t-test suggested no difference (t = .355, p = 0.752) be
tween mean scores at time 1 (mean: 64.21; SD:10.70) and time 2 (mean:
Table 1
Sample demographics.

3. Results
3.1. Demographics of the samples
Three different samples were used during the validation of the
3

Psychometric
validation phase

Sample
size

Age

GenderFemale
Male

Total

WHHQ-52
Structural validity
(EFA)

N = 142

7
26
54
27
-

3
3
9
12
-

10
29
63
39
1

WHHQ-25 & 18
(CST n = 105;
cranial-osteopathy n
= 41)
Structural validity
(EFA)
Internal reliability
Responsiveness
Convergent validity

N = 146

0
1
47
60
-

0
2
19
12
-

0
3
66
72
5

WHHQ-25 & 18
Repeatability

N = 109

16-20
years
21-39
years
40 – 64
years
65+
years
Missing
data
16-20
years
21-39
years
40 – 64
years
65+
years
Missing
data
18-24
years
25-30
years

42
36

14
17

56
53
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0.6950 (95th CI 0.337-0.682) which is within the range (0.5-1).
In individual level analysis, scores of 45.9% of participants showed
an effect size change of 0.5 or more. The SEM was 3.7; 17.1% (increase)
and 4.1% (decrease) of the participants respectively showed more than
2.5% increase or decrease of 2.77 × SEM threshold.

Table 2
Pattern matrix of WHHQ-18.
Meaning,
purpose,
connection
Q2
Q1

Q4

Q3
Q5
Q23

Q7

Q9
Q8
Q10

Q11
Q13
Q14

Q15
Q16
Q21
Q6
Q25

I’ve felt
engaged in
life
My daily life
has been full
of things that
keep me
interested
I’ve been
satisfied by
my school,
work or
current role in
life
I’ve felt my
life has
meaning
I’ve felt joyful
I’ve felt
connected to
my family
and friends
My awareness
about my
health has
helped me
manage life
I’m learning
about myself
and my body
I’ve been able
to stop and
reflect
I’ve felt in
control of my
health and
well being
I’ve felt aware
of my body’s
needs
I’ve been in
pain
My symptoms
have limited
my daily
activities
I’ve been
physically
well
I’ve had lots
of energy
I’ve been
sleeping well
I’ve felt calm
I’ve been able
to express
how I feel

Selfawareness,
/agency

Physical
wellbeing

Emotional
wellbeing

0.944

4. Discussion

0.931

This study aimed to develop a valid and reliable new PROM which
covered the broad range of outcomes of importance to health and
wellbeing that have been documented in studies of outcomes of CST and
TCIM approaches [1,13,33]. Both the conceptual framework on which
the new PROM was built and item generation drew heavily on a prior
qualitative study of outcomes undertaken with CST clients [33] enabling
coverage of aspects of spiritual wellbeing and personal development not
usually covered in PROMs.
CST practitioners had been engaged in early stages of the process of
development of the scale and were involved again in this phase. This
approach required an extra step to be added to standard approaches: the
shorter measure (WHHQ-19) derived from initial EFA was taken back to
practitioners for review. The latter were disappointed that psychometric
testing had resulted in the removal of some items they considered
important. It was agreed to reinstate 6 of these items and to test a 25item measure. In the event half of the reinstated items performed
poorly again and only 3 appeared in the final 18 item version. These
items related to quality of sleep, feeling connected to family and friends
and ability to express feelings. Practitioner involvement enhances con
tent and face validity but can create tension within the methodological
process and the trade-off between psychometric robustness and face
validity. Practitioners are rarely concerned with the implications of
psychometric testing, and choose PROMs based on the item content. If
face and content validity are deemed as poor by practitioners, they are
less likely to adopt the PROM. Whilst in the end the involvement of
practitioners resulted only in minor changes to the scale, the process was
considered important with regard to engagement with its use.
Prior to this study four PROMs had been developed specifically for
use with TCIM two in the UK (The Measure Your Medical Outcomes
Profile (MYMOP) [34] and the Harry Edwards Healing Impact Ques
tionnaire (HEHIQ) [20]) and two in the US (Complementary and Inte
grative Medicine Outcomes Scale (CIMOS) [35] and Self-Assessment of
Change (SAC) [2]). Of these the MYMOP is the most popular in the UK.
MYMOP differs from the WHHQ in that change is measured based on
issues identified by the clients at first assessment. So, MYMOP does not
adequately capture the change in experiences, capabilities and mindsets
identified as important in the development of the Conceptual Frame
work, which are not part of the client’s presenting complaint or belief
system about health improvement. Because of this conceptual difference
we chose the second UK based measure (HEHIQ) as a comparator
together with two very well validated and popular generic measures
both of which had been recommended as suitable for evaluating TCIM
the Warwick-Edinburgh-Mental-Wellbeing Scale [19] and the
Short-Form-12 [18]. The HEHIQ is unusual in that it addresses spiritual
wellbeing. The WEMWBS addresses mental wellbeing and the SF-12 is a
highly regarded generic HRQOL measure which addresses physical,
mental and emotional health as well as disability.
We observed the expected correlation with WEMWBs and HEHIQ but
the lack of correlation with the SF-12 MCS and PCS was surprising.
Health related quality of life captured by the SF-12 represents a different
construct from the aspects of wellbeing captured by the WHHQ-18.
However, clients of CST do report improvements in symptoms of dis
ease and disability which have a negative impact on wellbeing, and the
WHHQ-18 covers aspects of mental and physical health which are
similar to those covered in the SF-12. In terms of the PCS, the WHHQ-18
items ‘I feel in pain’ and ‘my symptoms limit my daily activities’ would
both be expected to correlate with those in the SF-12 PCS. In terms of
emotional and mental wellbeing, WHHQ-18 correlated strongly with

0.878

0.741
0.651
0.534

0.337

0.902

0.887
0.770
0.668

0.495
-0.858
-0.852

0.707
0.487
0.880
0.753
0.666

63.97; SD: 12.65). The ICC (0.822) exceeded the recommended value of
0.7.
Convergent validity: There was a strong positive correlation between
WHHQ-18 and both WEMWBS and HEHIQ as hypothesized. However,
there was no significant correlation between the WHHQ-18 and SF-12v2
PCS and MCS scales as shown in Table 3.
Responsiveness: Mean age (n = 138) of the 146 clients with data on
two consecutive visits was 50 years (SD=15.9), and the majority were
female. Significant change was observed (t = 6.15, p < 0.001) between
the mean baseline score of 44.71 (SD=9.80) and the mean post thera
peutic intervention of 49.02 (SD=9.13) Table 4.
Cohen’s D effect size was 0.45. The probability of change of SRM was
4
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Fig. 1. Scree plot of WHHQ-18.

outcomes important to clients receiving TCIM and to capture the full
range of possible change. The WHHQ-18 covers common symptoms of
illness as well as a wide range of aspects of wellbeing so provides a
broader perspective on outcomes and effectiveness of treatment. How
ever, findings with regard to the SF-12 PCS and MCS suggest that TCIM
researchers would be advised to include established measures of phys
ical and mental illness alongside the WHHQ-18. These could be either
generic measures like the MCS and PCS or disease specific measures.
Weaknesses of this study include the relatively small sample size and
the fact that it was drawn primarily from clients of one TCIM who were
keen to support research. Clients providing data for the conceptual
framework and early versions of the scale were primarily female
reflecting the demographic of CST clients. Collection of WHHQ-18 data
on a larger sample of clients being treated in different TCIM approaches
would enable confirmatory factor analysis as well investigation of face
validity and responsiveness in different TCIMs. It would also enable
investigation of the lack of correlation between the SF-12 physical and
mental subscales and the WHHQ-18. Undertaking a comparison with
MYMOP [39] and establishing the relative performance of both scales
would be valuable.
The strengths of this work lie in the involvement of CST practitioners
and clients throughout the process of development. The WHHQ-18 is the
first PROM developed and validated to capture outcomes for CST and
will enable evaluation of this and other under-researched TCIMs. The
conceptual framework on which it is based has instigated new areas for
investigation in terms of treatment effects so the WHHQ-18 can be used
as a teaching tool. New areas include the development of self-awareness
and the importance of individuals taking responsibility for their own
health. Such outcomes are potentially of relevance across the spectrum
of health care not just in TCIM, so the WHHQ-18 may in due course be

Table 3
Convergent validity using three comparator measures.

WEMWBS (n = 96)
HEHIQ (n = 105)
SF-12 v2 (n = 105)
Physical Component
Summary
Mental Component
Summary

Correlation with WHHQ 18
(n = 105)

2 tailed
significancet-test

0.733
0.811

p < 0.01
p < 0.01

0.082
0.080

p = 0.408
p = 0.418

Table 4
Distribution of mean WHHQ-18 score at baseline and after.
WHHQ-18 baseline
WHHQ-18 after therapy

N

Mean

SD

95th CI mean

Min

Max

146
146

44.71
49.02

9.80
9.13

43.11 – 46.32
47.53 – 50.51

22
26

69
75

WEMWBS, and WEMWBS has been shown to have moderate correlation
(.45 -.65) with well validated measures of mental illness in diverse
populations [17,36–38]. Items in the WHHQ-18 which might be antic
ipated to correlate negatively with the SF-12 MH subscale include
experience of joy, calm and life satisfaction, as well as possibly sleeping
well and feeling in control. The lack of correlation we observed is likely
to be due to both the broader range of health and wellbeing states
captured by the WHHQ-18 and to ceiling effects in SF-12 such that the
component scales do not register improvements in wellbeing captured
by the WHHQ-18. Further investigation of this finding is warranted.
Clinicians and researchers alike need to ensure they are measuring
5
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useful in other settings particularly if the understanding implicit in the
WHHQ-18 that mental, physical, social/relational and spiritual well
being are all equally important for health begins to spread to more
biomedical approaches to health care, for example palliative care
settings.

[3]
[4]

5. Conclusion

[5]

This study responds to the lack of suitable PROMS in the field of
Traditional, Complementary and Integrative Medicine to evaluate ser
vices being delivered within primary and secondary care settings. The
WHHQ-18 is psychometrically sound and has been demonstrated to
have good face and content validity by both clients and practitioners of
CST. Pending further investigation of construct validity in regard to
HRQoL measures, consideration needs to be given to using the WHHQ18 alongside HRQol and disease specific measures for research purposes.
In due course the WHHQ-18 may have wider application in TCIM private
practice, primary care and voluntary sector settings. Further research is
needed to assess how the WHHQ-18 performs in these settings.

[6]
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